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PRESS RELEASE BY THE PARLIAMENT OF MALTA 

 

Maltese parliamentary delegation participates in the Inter-Parliamentary Conference on Energy 

held in The Hague, the Netherlands  

 

On the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 of April, a Maltese delegation composed of MPs Michael Falzon and Robert 

Cutajar attended the Inter-Parliamentary Conference on Energy organised within the framework of 

the parliamentary dimension of the Dutch EU Presidency. 

 

The first part of the meetings focused on setting the scene by introducing the main theme of the 

conference: "Energy, Innovation and Circular Economy." The focus of the conference was how to 

affordably make the transition to a clean, safe and competitive energy supply in Europe. The 

keynote speakers elaborated on their respective areas of expertise, taking into account the concept 

of innovation, the latter concept was presented by Karmenu Vella, European Commissioner 

responsible for Environment, Maritime Affairs and Fisheries. Other keynote speakers included 

European Commissioner responsible for Energy Maroš Šefčovič, Dutch Minister of Economic 

Affairs Henk Kamp, Fatih Birol, Director of the International Energy Agency, Andrew Steer, 

President of the World Resources Institute and Feike Sijbesma, CEO of DSM. 

 

The speakers elaborated on the role that national parliaments should adopt to have an engaged 

discussion on the shift from discussions regarding energy to applying decisions in respective 

legislations in the light of the COP 21 Paris Summit, where one should start discussing the road 

from Paris rather than the road to Paris, specifically what the results emerging from Paris and how 

they can be applied on a personal basis. During his presentation, Commissioner Vella elaborated on 

the future of energy as a reflection of the future of our environment and how these can be changed 

into opportunities within respective countries. Commissioner Vella also discussed the positive 

proposals the Circular Economy presents, namely, innovation, job creation, lower emissions and 

sustainable energy sources, while insisting on the fact that it remains up to the EU Member States to 

maximise their resources to make the Circular Economy more efficient mainly by changing 

measures related to waste and reusing raw materials as well as reducing green house gas emissions 

within the stipulated timeframes. 

 

Taking the floor during the session, MP Robert Cutajar pointed out that an initiative emerging from 

the "Covenant of Mayors", heralded as ‘the world's biggest urban climate and energy initiative’ 

with over 5,600 signatories of which 24 are Maltese localities involving local councils, have 

committed to decrease carbon dioxide emissions by 20% by the year 2020; MP Cutajar asked the 

panel of presenters whether there are any positive results emerging from this initiative,  to which the 

answer was a positive one, whereby the European Commission is satisfied with the progress made 

and is looking forward to see this initiative continue to take shape. 
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The second part of the conference was split into parallel sessions discussing Energy Infrastructure 

and Security of Supply; Energy Conservation; Energy Saving Cities - Renewable Energy Sources 

and the Circular Economy. The Maltese delegation participated in the third session, where MP 

Michael Falzon underlined the importance of the concept of the Blue Economy and the use of 

oceans as a source of energy, using techniques such as the mix of salt and fresh water for the use of 

the technology of currents and sea nodules and asked the panel of presenters whether these 

techniques are used in practice. The reply was that a number of methods of harvesting energy are 

used, however, even though some private companies do make use of these techniques, this 

particular company being discussed did not make use of this technology. 

 


